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“...the pandemic has recalibrated how teachers divide their time between teaching, engaging with 
students, and administrative tasks.” 

The changing role of teachers and technologies amidst the COVID 19 pandemic: Key findings from a cross-country study. (2021). Retrieved July 5, 2021, from 
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/changing-role-teachers-and-technologies-amidst-covid-19-pandemic-key-findings-cross 

https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/changing-role-teachers-and-technologies-amidst-covid-19-pandemic-key-findings-cross
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/changing-role-teachers-and-technologies-amidst-covid-19-pandemic-key-findings-cross


https://www.educationmattersmag.com.au/the-rise-of-the-robot-robotics-in-the-modern-classroom/ 

https://www.educationmattersmag.com.au/the-rise-of-the-robot-robotics-in-the-modern-classroom/


Constructivist Digital Literacy









Constructivist Tools...

Robots

VR

AR

How might these devices be used in a constructivist classroom?



Robots



https://meetedison.com/
https://www.makewonder.com/

https://sphero.com/collections/for-school

https://meetedison.com/
https://www.makewonder.com/
https://sphero.com/collections/for-school


What about this robot?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlmjvKgWtmU


Play to 1.30

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcAHpLO0BWA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJjzVXwacRA


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkt52Utz2Gk


Connect to real-world objects

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/496202274 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/496202274


What SciFi thinks we will face...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BV8qFeZxZPE


Where science is at the moment...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sq36J9pNaEo


Note the advertising language on this...

http://www.bluefrogrobotics.com/robot/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2KULoBmIsw
http://www.bluefrogrobotics.com/robot/


Robotics in Virtual Reality Spaces…



Tell me, I’ll forget
Show me, I’ll remember 

Involve me, I’ll understand





The VR/AR market expected 
to grow to a $15.9 billion 

industry by 2020

Perhaps the most 
utopian application of 
this technology will be 

seen in terms of 
bridging cultures and 

fostering 
understanding among 

... students.

https://techcrunch.com/2016/01/23/when-virtual-reality-meets-education/ 

https://techcrunch.com/2016/01/23/when-virtual-reality-meets-education/




Virtual Reality is not a future tool, but 
is already in use in a range of fields:

● Gaming

● Virtual museums

● Virtual theme parks

● Theatre - immersive performances

● History - vist places, ‘visit’ up close, participate in historic events 
(WW1, Australian settlement, Mabo land rights declaration)

● Military - parachuting, flight simulation, Battle simulation, boot camp, 
medic training

● Real estate - house tours

● Design - tour architects’ designs, test ideas, explore full size models

● Surgery - virtual practice, interaction with patients, robotic surgery, 
diagnoses,

● Universities - recruit students with virtual tours

● Emergency management - drone footage and explore inaccessible 
spaces

● Artists: collaborate, remote creation, large scale installation art pieces

● Fashion- virtual models, 3D views of designs

● Start-ups - explore new products, design, advertising

● Business - remote workers benefit from virtual interactions with 
colleagues in VR (virtual meetings)

● Sport - bring audience on to the running track or into the pool, design 
shoes, coach skills, diagnose issues, personal training with a virtual 
trainer

● Shopping - Combine at-home Internet shopping with visiting items in 
store (also, soon you’ll be able to ‘touch’ fabrics, hold up items and talk 
to virtual staff (consider doing this at Bunnings or Toys R Us!)

● Instructional videos - rehearse your repair with an expert before 
performing it on your own.

● Building - viability checking, simulated construction, testing of build 
plan (to increase efficiency)

● Computer programming - virtual setting to physically move between 
algorithms and programs to test code. Next is "post-symbolic” coding 
that uses drawing as a method of writing program, these can then be 
manipulated in a VR environment to speed up coding and 
programming.

● Environment - promote positive environmental practices by visiting 
locations before/after human impact

● Virtual reality music (played on VR instruments), VR books (walking 
through the pages) and VR art (view art pieces alongside the artist, in 
the location that inspired the art)

● MIT - collaborative learning environments, work with other students 
within the virtual space



Potential:

•Immersive - ‘go’ somewhere else to learn in context
•Engage emotions in learning
•Enhance learning for all students
•Personalise interactions with content
•Bring the real-world into the classroom
•Learn by doing
•Practice before acting (social interactions, science experiments, writing, art)
•Stop smartphone distractions ( phones are checked 11 times per lesson)
•Reduce other distractions, improve focus (?)
•Language learning - immersive learning
•Visualisations in the classroom - visit, interact, respond and ‘feel’ new places, ideas or 
concepts. E.g. sit and listen to Socrates, dive into the Mariana Trench, watch a geologic 
event



Robots?
AR?
VR?



Importantly, 
don’t panic, 
we won’t be 
replaced by 

this guy - any 
time soon!





“Knowledge that was 

accessible only through 

formal processes can now 

be approached 

concretely” 

(Papert, 1986, p. 21)



What do you think?
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